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Complex is Best
Wait! Don't just skim down to see which exercise I've labeled as
the best, get the whole story...
I'm often approached and asked to pin down a single exercise as
the one that will help lose the most fat and sculpt the quickest.
That's not an easy question to answer.
You see, I'm very aware of the fact that though an exercise may
be perfect for Client A, it may not be the best choice for Client
B—hence my hesitation to label any exercise as the universal
best.
That being said, some exercises are definitely better than
others. And, yes, there are even a few that I would call the best.

What makes an exercise the best?
When you decide which exercises to include in your routine, it is
important to consider the type of movement involved. The
simpler the movement, the fewer calories you'll burn and the
fewer muscles you will strengthen. On the other hand, the more
complex the movement, the more calories you will burn and the
more muscles you will strengthen.
To put it simply, exercises that use complex movements will
deliver better results than exercises that use only simple
movements. Complex movements recruit multiple muscles, some
to stabilize and others to perform the movement. This process
keeps your heart rate higher than a simple exercise would,
giving you a more intense workout.

What is a complex movement?
A complex movement is a multi-joint movement that recruits large
portions of the body to complete the exercise. Let's compare a
simple movement leg exercise with a complex movement leg
exercise:
The leg extension machine uses a simple, isolated movement
to work the quadriceps. You're in a seated position moving only
your knee joint. There isn't much involvement, if any, from other
muscles and it doesn't burn very many calories.
Now let's look at a free weight walking lunge. You start by
standing with your feet together and a dumbbell in each hand at
your sides (or a barbell across your shoulders, or a medicine
ball held at your chest, or even with no weight at all). You take a
large step forward and lower your back knee, keeping your front
knee at a 90 degree angle. Now you push off your front foot and
pull your back leg forward, repeating the movement.
How many muscles did you utilize while performing the lunge?
Probably too many to count.
You certainly worked your quadriceps, gluteus, hamstrings,
calves, abdominals, supporting muscles in your shoulders, arms
and back- just to name a few. You also raised your heart rate
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and really kicked your metabolism into high gear. That's what I
call a great exercise.
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Other ways to increase intensity
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Using complex movements are just one of many ways to kick
your workout intensity up a notch. Try incorporating a Super Set
into your routine. To do so simply perform two or more exercises
in a row and then take a short rest.
Or how about a Compound Set? Perform one exercise, rest,
then perform an exercise with opposing body parts. To find
exercises that compliment one another, choose ones that have
similar but opposite motions such as a chest press and a row.
The key to finding the best exercise is to find the ones that bring
your workout intensity to a whole new level.
I'd be shortchanging you if I named any exercise as the best.
The fact of the matter is that it is a combination of changing your
workouts up, using interval training, and even some good old
cardio that will ultimately see you to your goal.
These methods will help you to burn more calories, increase
your metabolic rate, and will stimulate the production of more fat
burning and muscle toning hormones. Of course, there is more
involved to achieving your fitness goals. You need to
incorporate fat burning into your routine. You need to
consistently challenge yourself during workouts. You need to
take control of your eating habits and to get your diet dialed in.
So what's the best exercise for you? Find out - call or email me
today to schedule your no obligation fitness consultation.
You're In Charge
While there are many things in life that you do not have direct
control over, what ends up in your mouth is not one of them!
You control what you eat. Instead of eating extra large portions,
chose wisely and your body and waistline will thank you for it.
Couple this with a regular fitness routine and you will find that
reaching and maintaining your goal weight is easier than ever.
Quinoa and Winter Squash Salad
This recipe is another
great way to enjoy
protein-filled quinoa.
Winter squash
combined with celery,
onion and parsley
makes a healthy and
comforting side dish.
Servings: 10
Here's what you
need:
●
●
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2 yellow onions, diced
4 celery stalks, diced
4 carrots, diced
2 cups diced squash, butternut or any other fall or winter
squash
1 Tablespoon olive oil
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●
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1 Tablespoon brown rice syrup
dash of freshly ground sea salt
zest and juice from 1 lemon
2 cups filtered water
1 cup quinoa
4 sprigs of parsley, finely minced

1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.
2. Place the onions, celery, carrots and squash in a large
bowl. Mix in the oil and syrup, then sprinkle the salt and
lemon zest. Mix until well combined and then place on a
shallow baking dish. Cover the dish and bake for 40
minutes. After 40 minutes remove cover and cook for
another 15 minutes.
3. While the vegetables are in the oven, put the quinoa and
water in a saucepan, cover and bring to a boil over
medium heat. Cook for about 25 minutes over low heat,
until the water is absorbed.
4. Combine the vegetables and cooked quinoa together with
the lemon juice and parsley. Serve warm or chilled.
Nutritional Analysis: One serving equals: 95 calories, 1g fat,
19g carbohydrate, 2.5g fiber, and 4g protein.
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